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The animal kingdom is full of 
disguises and surprises! Can you 

spot these craftily costumed 
creatures around the Zoo? 

Stripey bottoms  
They might look like pyjama 
bottoms, but okapis’ stripey 
bums camouflage them in 

forests – looking like streaks of 
sunlight shining through trees. 

Okapi 

All dressed up 
Penguins’ black and white 
tuxedos camouflage their 

dark backs against the
 ocean depths if viewed
 from above - and white 

bellies with sunlight if viewed 
from below. Flipping brilliant! 

Humboldt 
penguin 

Caw blimey! 
Birds can see more colours than 

people so being bright and colourful 
is the ultimate way to attract your 

perfect mate. Can you find all three 
species of our multi-coloured 

macaws at the Zoo? 

Hyacinth macaw, 
blue-throated macaw, 
green winged macaw 

The mane 
attraction 

Male lions’ manes make them 
overheat, expose them when 
sneaking up on prey, and can 
be full of parasites – so why 
have them? Because female 

lions love them! 

Asiatic lion

COSTUMED CREATURES 
SPOTTERS’ GUIDE 
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Unbe-leaf-able 
Putting off hungry 

insect-munchers, these praying 
mantises’ dead leaf costumes 

are genius. They even rock from 
side to side, pretending to be 

blown about in the wind. 

Giant 
deadleaf 
mantis 

Flying monkeys 
Colobus monkeys’ fluffy white 

capes act as parachutes as they 
bounce from tree branches like 
trampolines, leaping up to 15 

metres. That’s as long as a 
London bus! 

Black and 
white 

colobus 
monkey 

 Fake it ‘til you snake it 
Harmless Pueblan milk snakes look so 

similar to highly venomous coral snakes 
that no predators dare mess with them 

– senssssational costuming. 

Pueblan 
milk snake 

Beautiful but deadly 
Poison dart frogs are the most 

poisonous animals alive with their 
bright colours warning predators ‘DO 
NOT EAT’. The brighter their colours 

the more dangerous they are. 

Blue poison 
dart frog 

CREATURE CREATIONS 
Poison penguin, caped okapi or moustache-wearing praying mantis... think you 
can beat the animal kingdom for creativity and imaginat-ivity? Design your very 
own ultimate animal costume inspired by the animals you’ve seen today! 

Share your #CreatureCreations with us @ZSLLondonZoo. 
We’d love to see them! 

COLOUR ME
 IN WHEN 

YOU’RE DONE 
SPOTTING!


